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fWhat are the transport safety issues that
pertain to this important public service
and public safety industry?
fWhat do we know of the risks and
hazards and how can we measure these ?
fHow can the safety of this transport
system be optimized?

A tragic emergency health care intervention
outcome

It does happen….

Real world answers to real world
questions fWhat features will enhance safety of my new
vehicle purchase?
fWhat color scheme do I want on my vehicle to
make it safest?
fDo I need a helmet, and if so which one?
fWhat policies offer the safest system?
fHow do I get my team to address safety issues?
fWhat data should I collect when something goes
wrong, and how to analyze it?

Firstly!

fAn accident ?
for
a predictable and preventable
event

A devastating tragedy…
fAn ETT down the wrong hole
may kill your patient and be a
terrible burden for the pts family
and for the medic involved
fBUT an EMS crash can kill all
involved AND wipe out an EMS
systems response capacity……

Ambulance Transport Safety
fEmergency care, public heath, public
safety, and patient transportation.
fImportant Principle:
Ambulance transport safety is part of
a system, the overall balance of risk
involves the safety of all occupants
and the public
fAll get home safely

In a nutshell

Safety oversight of what and ….
by whom

fAm here to try to save you
Lives
Ti
Time
and
d
Money

USA EMS data

October 2008 JEMS Article
“Rig Safety – 911”

fVehicle Safety
fVehicle Design
fTransportation systems safety
fSafety Equipment Design
fVehicle and Safety Equipment
Testing and Standard development
fSafety policies

Is it your service’s tragic year?

In the USA*
f~ 50,000 vehicles
f~ 5,000 crashes a year
f~ One fatality each week

f~ 50 fatalities a year
f15,000 EMS services
fEach year one in 300 services
experiences a fatality

 ~ 2/3 pedestrians or occupants of other car
 Approximately 4 child fatalities per year

f~10 serious injuries each day

Creating a Safety Culture
within a company must start with upper
management’s commitment to safety

fAwareness
Awareness
fTraining
fIncentive

fCost estimates > $500 million annually
fUSA crash fatality rate/capita 35x higher than in
Australia
*FARS/BTS 2005-6

Safety - Why now?
fOperating optimally in a transportation
environment that is largely devoid of
specific safety standards for the
hazards and risks present
fBridge the gap between what technical
information exists and what is
accessible and applied to EMS

the EMS transport process
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

communications/dispatch
the patient
T
restraining device/seat
I
transporting device/gurney
M
paramedics/transport nurses, doctors & family
E
patient monitoring equipment
clinical care & interventions
protective equipment
&
the vehicle
the driver/driving skill
PLACE
other road users
the road

An ambulance is not an ED /ICU
on wheels

What is a survivable impact?

What is a survivable impact ?

E= ½ mv2

12 mph (20 km/hr)?
IRMRC

What is a survivable impact?
E= ½ mv2

~ 30 mph - survivable
IRMRC

A survivable impact??

Thursday July 5th 2007……
Paramedic Allan Parson’s killed

v2 = 2as

~ 60 mph – not survivable
IRMRC

“…I’d like to know what can be done
so this never happens again….”

v2 = 2as

2 weeks later… Friday July 20th 2007
The worst ambulance crash in USA
history

June 17th 2008
a paramedic and a patient killed

In this vehicle…

January 10, 2008

This is not a crashworthy environment

Jan 28th, 2008

April 20, 2008..??

October 31, 2008 - Kentucky

February 11, 2009 – North Carolina

April 30, 2009 - Tennessee

Minnesota - June 20, 2009

August 2009 – Impaired…

September 15, 2009

An interhospital transport
? “Do no harm….”?

EMS Safety

Very Important Principle

f‘patient safety’
AND also
f‘provider’ and ‘public safety’

Ambulance transport safety is
part of a SYSTEM, the overall
b l
balance
off risk
i k involves
i
l
the
h
safety of all occupants and
the public

Ambulance Safety Research:
A New Field

Benefit of Safety

Dan Berry
Transport Canada, Ministry of Health
Turbell et
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Sweden
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fThis IS a Transportation and
Automotive Safety issue

fAny cost of addressing these issues
is dwarfed in contrast to the huge
g so - in financial
burden of not doing
costs let alone the personal, societal,
ethical and litigation costs
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? safe

safer

Some odd facts
fAmbulances are generally not built by the
automotive industry
fIntelligent Transportation Systems (ITS),
transportation
p
safety
y engineering
g
g is not
generally integrated into EMS systems
fAlthough all EMS systems have medical
direction and oversight, it is rare for there
to be transportation expertise oversight

The ‘workplace’ is also a crash scene

Unique workplace

fIn vehicles
fAt roadside and other emergency
scenes

The ‘workplace’ IS a vehicle
fEMT’s often in
vulnerable positions
during transport.
 Bench seat
 Captains chair
 Standing or kneeling
Captain
Bench
s chair
Seat
Stretcher
View of Ambulance interior from
Rear

Absence of standards and
oversight
fChallenges in identifying best practice
fMyriad of unregulated commercial
products
fNo safety performance standards
fAbsent national safety oversight

fWhat we need to consider, where is
the ‘bang for buck’ in ambulance
transport
p
safety:
y

1960 to 2009
A passenger vehicle - sure

A ‘laundry or mail truck’ - ??

A passenger vehicle – yes!

But what about head
protection?

New EMS helmet prototypes for
2008-2009

Ground Transport Safety IS
Complex AND Multidisciplinary

Goals

It does happen….

So for EMS personnel…

Epidemiological
Data Collection

fWhat’s going to kill you?
fWhat’s g
going
g to injure
j
you?
y

Risk
Management

f Standards for safety

Ergonomic
Research
Biomechanical
Automotive Safety

Transport
Policy
y

Transport
Safety

Biohazard/Chem
Research
Communications
technology

Public
Safety

Driver
Training

Safety
Technology

Regulations
and Standards

f Policy based on Science

PPE

Fleet Safety
Program

f Databases to demonstrate outcome

Ambulance Vehicle Standards??

fKKK?
fAMD?
fFMVSS?
fNFPA?

USA Ambulance Manufacturing
Division (AMD)
Ambulance Standards – August 2007

USA Ambulances:
FMVSS Exemption

USA KKK ambulance purchase
specifications
GSA:KKK-A-1822F, Aug 2007
fSpecifications for the purchase of a Star of Life
Ambulance
fStatic Pull test
f2200 Lbs. static stretcher test in
longitudinal, lateral & vertical
fNo dynamic test for vehicle,
occupants or equipment
fNo automotive test manikin
fVoluntary www.ntea.com/WorkArea/downloadasset.aspx?id=1352

EMS Best Practice, Sept 2006

fNo dynamic or impact test
fNo automotive test manikin
fMandates NO ‘crumple zone’
fNo impact tested anchorages for
occupant restraint or equipment
fInternal, not independent
http://www.ntea.com/WorkArea/showcontent.aspx?id=1350

Patients must be in the over the
shoulder harness, medics restrained
in seat belts, equipment secured

What are the solutions?
fTraining?
fPractice Policy?
fTransportation Systems Engineering?
fAutomotive Engineering?
fEducation of other road users???

Balance of concerns and risk
during transport

f Response and transport time
f Clinical care provision
f Occupant safety/protection
f Public Safety

Safety Management
f A Safety Culture
f Protective Policies
f Protective Devices

The real world

And very Predictable…

Intersection passenger car stopping distance*
at 40 mph dry and wet

fIntersections are lethal environments
44 feet
Dry
Stopped at
176 feet

 To prevent a crash
 In the event of a crash

40 mph

Perception + Reaction time
Perception + Reaction time

Vehicle Braking time (dry)
Vehicle Braking time (wet)
Wet
Stopped at
220 feet

f Continuous Education and Evaluation

+

* Stopping distance:
Perception time + Reaction time + Vehicle braking time
(varies with age, skill, agility, alertness + vehicle type, tire pressure, road etc)

Testing the real world

The Crash Event - Crash Testing
fAn introduction
fWhat one needs to know
fWhat do the tests really mean
fAnd, what tests are meaningful

Intrusion vs Deceleration
fIntrusion
= vehicle to vehicle or vehicle to
fixed narrow object
j
fDeceleration
= sudden stop – ie. sled test

Dynamic Safety Testing
f requires sophisticated, expensive
equipment
f measurably demonstrates forces
generated during collision
f accepted international standard
for vehicle restraint systems

If we know this – and its
published….

What is actually happening
during an ambulance crash

Test 1 – Right side impact

1

2

Why do we do this?

1 – Target vehicle,
Type I ambulance
2 – Bullet vehicle,
Type II ambulance
Closing speed 44 mph

Johns Hopkins University

And this all takes place in 60 millisecs
– the blink of an eye

‘Safety’ approaches being driven by
manufacturers claims and sales
rather than by science and data

?

PPE from the stationary environment can be
highly hazardous in the automotive setting

X

Side facing 4-point harnesses demonstrated to be
lethal, even at slow ground vehicle speeds

Being seated IN an automotive
seat is what will protect you
fAnything that allows or encourages you to
get up out of your seat will also encourage
you to be injured
y
j
or killed – it is p
potentially
y
lethal to be out of your seat in any fashion
f4 or 5 point harnesses for sidefacing
occupants are potentially lethal – and is in
NO WAY SUPPORTED BY ANY DATA OR
AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY EXPERTISE

Increasing awareness …

Rash of “Safety Concept” vehicles…..
Devoid of substantive automotive
safety engineering input or testing

?

Airbags …. Absent safety
testing standards or effective
occupant positioning
ARE CONSIDERED HIGHLY
HAZARDOUS BY THE
AUTMOTIVE SAFETY
EXPERTS

What do we know now??
fIntersection crashes are the most lethal
fThere are documented hazards, some which can
be avoided
fOccupant and equipment restraint with standard
belts is effective. (Over the shoulder harnesses for

Innovation

gurney
y in the upright
g
patients should be used, with the g
position where medically feasible)

fSome vehicle design features are beneficial automotive grade padding in head strike areas,
seats that can slide toward the patient
fElectronic Driver monitoring/feedback systems
appear to be highly effective
fHead protection??

Safety concepts out there now

fDriver feedback technologies
fTiered dispatch
p
fEnhanced ambulance vehicle design
fIntelligent Transport Technologies - ITS
fNew Safety Standards

What about changing driver
behavior in the real world??

Purpose of ‘Feedback box’
Program
fEnhance Safety
fImprove Driver Performance
fSave Maintenance Dollars
fAid Accident / Incident Investigation

A key to safe ambulance transport

Demonstrated Effectiveness

How the Device Works

MEMS MONTHLY OVER SPEED VIOLATION TREND 2003/2004
600,000

500,000

Series1

400,000

300,000
179,721

216,922

200,000

4,046
100,000

3,069

Extensive Indirect cost savings
fFewer out of service vehicles
fImproved transport times
fDecreased administrative lost in
managing unsafe behaviors
fDecreased legal burden
fAutomatic system wide data
fInsurance benefits

Worker visibility Act:
November 24th 2008
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 including: vehicle speed and
performance, driver behaviors
and emergency mode

Dec

fComputerized monitoring device installed
on each vehicle to measure parameters
fEach driver has individual key “fob”
fData collected every second

550,353

Other monitoring devices
fPrimarily to record events during and
immediately preceding a crash
fGive no driver crash prevention feedback
fAdministratively burdensome
fIntrusive
fNot demonstrated to be as effective in
improving vehicle maintenance costs or
as effective in modifying driver behavior
long term

Day visibility

You want a system that
works!!
fDoes the system really work
fIs it going to be a major burden on
your staff to implement
fWhat are the real costs
fAre you going to have video of your
company vehicle on you tube??

Night visibility

Policy and practice ignorant of
existing technical safety data

August 2009 - review

X

This addresses some very real risks,
very creatively – and currently ONLY
available in London Ontario!

“ The multicolored (patterned) ambulance while distinctive,
may suffer decreased conspicuity because of the effects of
camouflage” De Lorenzo & Eilers Annals EM 1991

X

X

Color-blindness affects 10% of the
population

fAs seen with normal vision

fAs seen with color blind vision

Summit County EMS - Colorado

Emergency Vehicles – Viewer
Awareness

Old vehicle

For a timely, appropriate and safe response
fLocation
fSize
fShape
fSpeed
fIntended path

New yellow vehicle
markings
Staff use lime-green
vests & jackets
Full vehicle outline with direction

Muskoka EMS - Canada

Muskoka EMS - Canada

Old design

Old design

New design

International approaches
fThe state of the art non-USA
vehicles have NO squad bench nor
the after market structural vehicle
modifications that can potentially
decrease crash
crashworthiness
orthiness integrit
integrity
that were seen in study vehicles.

But whatever color …. If you run
a red light someone will be killed

New design

EMS Safety Foundation Delegation
bringing Rettmobil to you

Wayne Zygowicz, Advisory Board,
Littleton Fire/EMS, Colorado & JEMS
http://connect.jems.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2odthpncsm46j

Vehicle Occupant Safety design
European design
Safety technology
is a key focus

Safe and Ergonomic design

Flexibility to manage two
patients

Safety first - Passive Safety

Fold-in ridges on subframe

Front axle module

• A main feature in a front-end crash is the
"disconnectable" front axle, which
releases additional deformation zones in
the longitudinal frame member when a
particular force level is reached.
• On a frontal crash, transmission and
engine will be pushed underneath front
occupants.
Front axle module after crash

Ergonomic layout and equipment

High speed crash, rolled and the
occupants (patient and medics)
had only minor scratches

Is safety crash tested by
automotive experts

Unlike this vehicle

Were we safer in the Cadillac???

Fleet Mix ?

So….
fWhich vehicle do you want to be in ?
fWhich vehicle is the best for
efficient and effective patient care?
efficient,
fWhich vehicle provides optimal risk
management ?
fWhat is the optimal fleet mix?

“Ripoff and Duplicate”

Transportation Research Board is an
excellent resource… we should be
using it!!

Tips for Emergency Vehicle
Operations

Traffic Incident Management Systems
(TIMS)

National Academies TRB
Ambulance Transport Safety Summit
October 29, 2009

fAvoid reinventing the wheel at all
costs
fWhere are the best practices that we
need to transfer knowledge from

USFA Emergency Vehicle Safety
Initiative

fReleased April 2008
fFEMA, USFA, IFSTA
fCovers setting up
safe roadway incident
work areas and using
unified command at
these incidents
http://www.objectivesafety.net/TRBSummit2009.htm

Risk/Hazards
fPredictable risks
fPredictable fatal injuries
fSerious occupational hazard
fPublic safety hazards

Important Principles !
1.
2.
3.
4.

A culture of safety
Drive cautiously
Wear your belts & restrain all occupants
Secure all equipment

5. Integrate scientific data into your
policies and procedures

What you can do now
fHave a written and implemented ‘safety program’
fSecure all equipment
p
with standard belts
fSecure occupants
fDon’t drive through red lights/stop signs
fUse properly implemented “Feedback Boxes”

What do we know works…
fVehicle Operations Safety Policies
fSquad bench lap seat belts
fPatient over the shoulder belts
fS
fSecuring
i equipment
i
t
fForward and rear facing seating
fSome electronic technical devices
fSafety awareness
fCultural change

Very Important Principle

small changes can make a
BIG DIFFERENCE

Ambulance transport safety is
part of a SYSTEM, the overall
b l
balance
off risk
i k involves
i
l
the
h
safety of all occupants and
the public

fPREPARE – TEACH – REACH – RESPOND

- Unrestrained occupants and equipment
are a potential injury risk to all occupants

 Look at your own safety record
 Teach safety and hazard awareness
 Reach out with safety information to all your
EMS providers
 Respond with the best safety practices

Conclusion

PREDICTABLE
PREVENTABLE
and
NO ACCIDENT

fEMS transport has serious hazards and safety
issues
fMajor advances in EMS safety research,
infrastructure and practice over the past 5 years
fNew technologies for vehicle design, occupant
PPE and equipment restraint and driver
performance are now available
fDevelopment of substantive EMS safety
standards is a necessity and a reality
fFailure to transfer knowledge from transportation
and automotive safety is unacceptable and
dangerous
fEMS is still way behind the state of the art in
vehicle safety and occupant protection

And….
fIt is no longer acceptable for EMS to
be functioning outside of automotive
safety
y and PPE safety
y standards for
prevention of and protection of EMS
providers and the public from injury
and death

Thank you!

Any Questions??
Electronic handout available online

http://www.objectivesafety.net

